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Managing Partner Roger Quillen and Partner Charles Caulkins
Named to ‘Top 100 Most Powerful Employment Attorneys'

HUMAN RESOURCE EXECUTIVE MAGAZINE SELECTS ATTORNEYS FOR EXCLUSIVE GROUP

News

6.29.15 

ATLANTA, GA (June 29, 2015) – Fisher Phillips Managing Partner Roger Quillen and Partner

Charles Caulkins have been named to "The Top 100 Most Powerful Employment Attorneys" in the

United States by Human Resource Executive magazine. Human Resource Executive magazine

compiled the list of influential employment attorneys on the basis of curriculum-vitae analyses,

evaluations by clients and peers, and reporting by the staff of Lawdragon, a Los Angeles-based

news and networking site for lawyers and clients.

This marks the sixth consecutive year that Quillen has been included on this prestigious list and the

fifth consecutive year that Caulkins has been on the list.

Quillen joined Fisher Phillips in 1980 and has served on the firm's Management Committee since

1997. He has been the firm's chairman and managing partner since 1999. Under his leadership, the

Atlanta-based firm has expanded to more than 300 attorneys in 31 offices across the United States.

His practice involves litigation covering a wide range of employment discrimination issues, employee

welfare benefit plans, the Railway Labor Act and issues arising before the National Labor Relations

Board and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. His area of special emphasis is in

federal appellate litigation.

Caulkins serves on Fisher Phillips’ national Management Committee. Since 1977, he has represented

employers nationally in labor and employment law matters. This includes advising employers on the

development and implementation of preventive labor relations programs to avoid charges and

lawsuits, protect trade secrets, and resolve disputes. He regularly counsels employers during union

representation elections, decertifications, corporate campaigns, collective bargaining negotiations,

strikes, and lockouts. He also handles employment-related litigation and arbitrations before state

and federal courts and administrative agencies involving claims of discrimination, wrongful

discharge, breach of contract, OSHA and other statutory claims.

About Human Resource Executive® Magazine 

Established in 1987, Human Resource Executive® is the premier publication focused on strategic

issues in HR. Written primarily for vice presidents and directors of human resources, the magazine

provides these key decision-makers with news profiles of HR visionaries and success stories of
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provides these key decision makers with news, profiles of HR visionaries and success stories of

human resource innovators. Stories cover all areas of human resource management, including

personnel, benefits, training and development, HR information systems, relocation, retirement

planning, workplace security and health care.

Please reach out to our Media team for any news inquiries. 
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